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Abstract 

This paper discusses the ways in which Mandarin Chinese expresses counterfactual 

conditionals, and endeavours to motivate and theorize the use of such strategies. I aim to give 

an overall picture of Mandarin Chinese counterfactual conditionals, a topic which has 

hitherto not been covered in the Chinese linguistic literature. The strategies identified are the 

use of special lexicalized chunks to directly encode counterfactual meaning; the creation of 

tense mismatch and the accompanying counterfactual meaning, either through the use of 

relative tense pointing toward a hypothetical past event, or through the use of some special 

time adverbs; and the use of pure inference over conditionals with impossible or absurd 

antecedents. Overlaying these strategies is the presence of context-dependent simplifications, 

which may prompt the language user to omit the defining features of a given strategy.  
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1. Introduction 

Counterfactual conditionals (henceforth CF) are conditional sentences whose antecedents 

express meaning that is known to be contrary to fact or impossible to be true. In Indo-European 

languages, CFs have been treated as a predominantly grammatical, not lexical, phenomenon. 

How they are expressed in isolating languages such as Chinese is a less explored topic.  Are 

CFs expressed more by lexical terms in Chinese? Can some lexical terms be taken as the 

outcome of grammaticalization, hence having grammatical functions as well? Is it even 

possible to define the boundary between grammatical and lexical phenomena in an isolating 

language?  Our study on Chinese CFs to be reported here shows that lexical terms do have 

grammatical functions, or at least their roles can be explained in grammatical terms.   

Studies on Chinese CF began with the controversial claim by Bloom (1981) that Mandarin 

Chinese lacks linguistic schemata for encoding CF with the result that Chinese CFs are 

comprehended as such purely with reference to contextual and contingent information. 

However, Chen (1988) identifies a cluster of lexical and grammatical features that often 
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accompany conditionals with CF interpretations. Since his study is mainly descriptive, no 

principled explanations are offered as to when some features occur and when they do not. Jiang 

(2000, 2019), Wang and Jiang (2011), and Wang (2013) build on Chen (1988) in sharpening 

and enriching the data and give more systematic semantic descriptions on the nature of the 

contributing weak features to CF meaning as well as providing pragmatic accounts of the 

context-dependent factors that affect the reach of CF. Jiang and Wang (2016) and Jiang (2019) 

also discuss the use of special linguistic schemata for the expression of CF in Chinese dialects 

other than Mandarin, with special reference to Shanghainese. Yong (2016) and Jing-Schmidt 

(2017) provide statistical and corpus-based studies on the co-occurrence of some identified 

features with CF meaning, which lend support to the major claims of Chen (1988), Jiang (2000), 

Wang and Jiang (2011) and Wang (2013) that there do exist several linguistic strategies in 

expressing CF reasoning in Chinese.  

This paper aims at motivating and theorizing the use of such strategies with the goal of 

depicting an overall picture of CF conditionals for Mandarin Chinese within the typological 

framework of CFs for all languages proposed in Karawani (2014). Building mainly on my 

previous studies, I present four strategies of CF structures. I then present further cases involving 

context-dependent simplifications, which can be viewed as variants of the first four.  

 

2. CF chunks 

As observed in Karawani (2014), any language can express unequivocal CF meaning by using 

some lexicalized chunks that directly encode such a meaning. This is the case in many Chinese 

languages. In Mandarin, two special chunks, i.e. fixed phrasal expressions,  can be used to lead 

a CF antecedent, one is yaobushi ‘if-not-be’ and the other is zaozhidao ‘early-know’.  

 

(1) 要不是他捣鬼，这件事早就办完了  

yàobúshì  tā  dǎoguǐ ，  zhè-jiàn shì     zǎo     jiù    bàn    wán  le 

if.not.be  he play.tricks, this-CL  thing  early  then  deal   finish SFM 

‘If it had not been the case that he played tricks behind the back, this matter 

would have been dealt with already.’ 

(CL = classifier; SFM = sentence-final marker used at the end of a statement to 

report a happening) 

 

(2)        要不是听你说, 我还不知老邓的工厂关门的前因后果呢! 

yàobúshì  tīng  nǐ     shuō, wǒ hái    bú   zhī       Lǎo Dèng de  

If.not.be  hear  you   say,    I    still   not  know   Old Deng MOD 

gōngchǎng guānmén      de        qiányīnhòuguǒ ne ! 

factory        close.down  MOD  reason     SFM 

‘If it had not been the case that I learnt it from you, I would not have known the 

reason for Old Deng’s factory to close down.’  
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 (MOD = modifying marker) 

(3) 早知道会迷路，老子就不来这荒山野岭了! 

zǎozhīdào   huì  mílù,        lǎozi jiù    bu   lái      zhè huāngshānyělǐng le ! 

know.early  will lose.way  I        then not  come  this wild.place        SFM 

‘Had I known I would lose my way, I would not have come to this wild place!’ 

(4)            早知道你这样不负责，根本就不能让你担任这项工作！ 

  zǎozhīdào      nǐ    zhèyàng  bú   fùzé ， 

know.early      you  so            not  responsible 

gēnběn    jiù   bú  néng ràng nǐ    dānrèn  zhè xiàng gōngzuò ！ 

certainly then not can   let    you assume this-CL     role 

‘Had I known you were so irresponsible, I certainly wouldn’t have let you take 

up this work!’ 

As lexicalized chunks, yaobushi and zaozhidao, when leading the antecedent of a conditional, 

most often express CF meaning, with some exceptional cases carrying their compositional 

meaning of ‘If that is not the case ’ and ‘I know it early’, which contexts easily disambiguate. 

Similar lexicalized chunks can be found in many other Chinese languages, although each single 

language may only have a handful.   Examples in other Chinese languages are discussed in 

Jiang and Wang (2016) and Jiang (2019). Chunks provide the most direct means for expressing 

CF conditionals or optatives with CF meaning, the latter being statements expressing desire or 

regret. Yaobushi is an exemplary case of negative conditionals in the sense of Ippolito and Su 

(2014), with a negative element in the COMP domain and obligatorily CF. The nature of 

zaozhidao will be discussed in Section 4.  But the meanings that can be expressed by yaobushi 

and zaozhidao are somewhat limited. In the yaobushi case, what follows the yaobushi chunk  

has to be a veridical proposition, that is, a proposition that is true, and the whole antecedent 

forms a negative context: a clause in the negation scope of yaobushi . This makes it difficult to 

embed some abstract proposition into the schema, even harder if the proposition following 

yaobushi is itself an explicitly negated or doubly negated proposition. In the case of zaozhidao, 

the antecedent has to be a first-person perspective, again imposing constraints on what can 

enter into this schema. Therefore, what is available as the very few possible deterministic CF 

markers in Mandarin cannot serve as all-purpose encoders of CF meaning. Surprisingly, Bloom 

(1981) makes no mention of such constructions, even though he rightly points out that 

conditionals containing yaoburan ‘if not so’ are indicative conditionals. More discussions can 

be found in Jiang (2019). 

 

3. Relative tense 

Chinese is sometimes described as a tenseless language in that it has no obligatory inflection 

marking overt absolute tense (Lin 2012). However, as proposed by Comrie (1985), a language 

may not have absolute tense to indicate past, present and future, but it may have relative tense 

to indicate prior or posterior temporal relationships, and relative tense can be realized by aspect 

markers. This is the case for Mandarin, which uses two optional verb suffixes, le and guo, as 

aspect markers to encode [+completion] and [+experienced] respectively. In conditionals, le 
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and guo function as grammatical features that have a role in expressing the CF meaning. If we 

take conditionals without such verb suffixes  as indicative conditionals by default, such 

conditionals are typically irrealis, being hypothetical in nature. But when le and guo as realis 

aspectual markers are used in conditionals contextually anchored to the present time, they can 

point toward a hypothetical past event. A tense mismatch occurs, leading to the exclusion of 

actual world, in the sense of Karawani (2014), which is the hallmark of CF meaning, as shown 

in (5) and (6). 

(5)            如果有了电，灯就会亮了 

rúguǒ  yǒu-le       diàn,           dēng  jiù  huì  liàng  le  

If         have-ASP electricity,   light   hence  will be.on SFM. 

‘If there were electricity, light(s) would be on.’ 

 (ASP = aspectual suffix) 

(6) 要是你去过他家，就不会不注意他那漂亮的太太的。 

yàoshì nǐ    qù-guò     tā  jiā       

if         you go-ASP    his home,   

 jiù       bú   huì  bú  zhùyì   tā  nà   piàoliàng de       tàitài de 

hence  not  will not notice  he that pretty      MOD  wife  AM 

‘If you have been to his home, you would not fail to notice his pretty wife.’  

 (AM = assertion marker) 

 

But the contribution to CF made by such aspect markers is at best subtle and is by no means 

deterministic in expressing CF meaning. Hence their role has not been well identified. Adding 

to the complexity is the observation that when a conditional refers to a past eventuality yet 

omits to use le and guo, which often co-occur with past eventuality, a CF reading can also be 

perceived because there is again a tense mismatch and the accompanying actual-world-

exclusion effect. An example is given as (7).5 

(7)            如果有电，灯就会亮。 

rúguǒ  yǒu   diàn,     dēng jiù huì  liàng.  

If         have electricity,  light hence   will be.on. 

‘If there were electricity, light(s) would be on.’  

 

This is also a subtle effect and is not deterministic either, since the presence of aspectual 

markers is after all non-obligatory.  But it is interesting to note that on such an occasion, the 

omission of an aspectual marker from a past eventuality also creates CF meaning. What is 

crucial here is the irrealis to realis shift, that is, a  change from non-factual to factual statement , 

as in (5)-(6), and vice verse, as in (7). Either shift can create a mismatch, bringing about a CF 

meaning.  In this respect, although Chinese lacks regular grammatical inflection, it still contains 

                                                           
5 Examples (5) and (7) are first discussed in Chen (1988), who noted that they can receive CF readings but does 

not provide theoretical explanation. Cf. also Jiang (2000), Wang (2013) and Jiang (2019) for some initial 

theoretical accounts. 
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grammaticalized suffixes that contribute to the attainment of CF meaning through relative 

tense.6    

 

4. Lexicalized features 

 Relative tense can also be achieved through lexical means, by using time adverbs. But 

in the case of the CF construction, the presence of such adverbs may not anchor to the right 

time, again creating a tense mismatch and the accompanying CF meaning. What has been 

singularly identified in Mandarin is the use of the time adverb zao ‘early’. Zao’s usual sense is 

to deictically identify a time interval t2 containing temporal points prior to the specific moment 

t1 under discussion. However, when a conditional sentence contains zao in its antecedent, zao 

cannot identify a t2 prior to t1 and the eventuality it modifies does not form a time sequence 

with t1.  Instead, it points toward some fake space which does not really reside on the time axis 

containing t1. That is, it does not really point to an earlier happening. In the terms of possible 

world semantics, zao points to some eventuality not in the actual world, but in some other 

possible worlds, thereby effecting a CF meaning. When zao appears in the consequent, it 

acquires a modal sense, similar to the use of would in English, which also effects a CF 

interpretation. But the zao in the chunk zaozhidao as shown in (3) and (4) is still different. 

There, zao simply carries its denotational meaning of ‘early’, and zaozhidao as a chunk creates 

a CF context for the antecedent. The relevant examples involving the single use of  zao  are 

given here as (8) and (9).  

(8)      要是早罚进那个任意球，比赛就结束了，还踢什么加时赛！ 

yàoshì zǎo    fájìn        nàgè      rènyìqiú ， 

if         early  shoot.in  that-CL freekick 

bǐsài    jiù       jiéshù  le ， 

match  hence  end     SFM 

hái   tī        shíme jiāshísài ！ 

and  kick    what  extra-time-match 

 ‘If that free-kick were in in good time, the match would be over. What extra 

time match needs to be played!’ 

(9)      要是那个任意球真的罚进去了，比赛早就结束了，还踢什么加时赛！ 

yàoshì   nà-gè      rènyìqiú   zhēnde fájìnqù       le ， 

if   that-CL  free.kick  really   shoot.in      SFM 

bǐsài    zǎo    jiù       jiéshù le ， 

match  early hence  end     SFM 

hái   tī       shíme jiāshísài ！ 

and  kick   what  extra.time.match 

 ‘If that free-kick were really in, the match would be over already. What extra 

time match needs to be played!’ 

                                                           
6 Chinese data does not reveal the use of plus que parfect (pluperfect) nor imperfect, which can accompany CF 

structures in many Indo-European languages, as detailed in Karawani (2014).  
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There are some other lexicalized expressions to make the CF meaning more explicit. One of 

these is the adverb zhende ‘really’. When applied to a predicate in a statement sentence, zhende 

really means ‘really’, expressing a high degree of confirmation. But when used in a conditional 

antecedent, the proposition containing zhende gives the implicature that at the time of speaking, 

the eventuality described has not had its truth established. That is to say, zhende implicates it 

is not yet the case that P or it has not yet been established that it is the case that P. So the use 

of zhende adds weight to the reach of CF interpretation, even though it does not 

deterministically encode CF meaning. (10) and (11) are relevant cases, showing the 

contribution that zhende makes to the attainment of CF meaning is at best an implicature, not 

an entailment meaning. 

(10) 如果他真的想娶你，不会这样对你  (counterfactual) 

rúguǒ   tā  zhēnde xiǎng qǔ        nǐ,  bú  huì   zhèyàng duì   nǐ 

if he really    want  marry  you,  not will  so     treat  you  

‘If he really wanted to marry you, he wouldn’t treat you like that.’ 

(11) 不要试图改变一个人，如果他真的爱你，他会按你说的去做的  (open    

conditional) 

bú  yào   shìtú gǎibiàn yī-gè     rén ，  rúguǒ tā zhēnde ài     nǐ  

not will  try     change  one-CL  person if        he really  love you 

tā huì    àn   nǐ shuō  de  qù zuò de 

he will  according.to   you  say  MOD go do AM 

‘Don’t try to change a person. If he really loves you, he will do what you say.’  

Lexicalized features are used to enhance the CF meaning, as described in Karawani (2014). As 

they are usually optional, they are also called weak features by Wang and Jiang (2011) and 

Wang (2013). 

 

5. Pure inference 

In addition to the above three types of CF-production strategies, a special type of marker-free 

CF conditionals can be found in Mandarin: those with impossible or absurd antecedents, as 

shown in (12) - (14).  

 

(12) 要是换了我的话，就不会对他这么客气了 

yàoshì  huàn-le         wǒ  dehuà ， 

if  change-ASP    I     CDM 

jiù         bú   huì   duì   tā     zhème kèqì   le  

hence    not  will  to    him  so        polite SFM 

 ‘If I were to deal with the case instead of you, I would not be so nice to him.’  

(CDM = conditional marker) 

(13) 如果太阳从西边出来，我一定嫁给你。 

rúguǒ  tàiyáng  cóng xībiān chūlái,      wǒ yīdìng      jià        gěi  nǐ 

if sun  from  west    come.out,  I     certainly  marry  to    you 
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‘If the sun came out from the west, I would certainly marry you.’ 

 

In the two example sentences above, the contradictory nature of the meaning in the antecedents 

makes the CF reading clear. There can even be conditionals in Mandarin that yield the CF 

readings in context without carrying contradictory antecedents. Given salient contextual 

information, a conditional can contain an antecedent that is known to be contrary to fact, with 

no use of any special strategies introduced above.  Such a conditional can be indistinguishable 

from open conditionals, but is meant to be comprehended as CF. (14) is a case in point.  

 

(14) 要是这个任意球罚进了，就会踢加时赛了。 

yàoshì   zhè-gè   rènyìqiú   fájìn      le ， 

if  this-CL  free.kick   kick.in  SFM 

jiù        huì   tī      jiāshísài                le  

hence   will kick  extra.time.match  SFM 

a. ‘If this free-kick is in, the match will go into extra time.’(indicative conditional, 

uttered before the freekick) 

b.‘If this free-kick were in, the match would go into extra time.’(counterfactual 

conditional, uttered when the free-kick did not score a goal) 

 

Another relevant example from Mandarin is given here as (15), in which the existential 

construction in the antecedent can have a tenseless interpretation, and the CF meaning is 

inferred on the basis of knowledge of history, which resolves the apparent ambiguity between 

a CF reading and an open conditional reading.  

(15) 没有共产党就没有新中国。 

          méi yǒu  gòngchǎndǎng       jiù  méi yǒu   xīn  zhōngguó  

not have communist.party    then  not   have new China 

‘Without the Communist Party, then there will be no new China.’  

 

Such examples seem to lend support to the view that CFs in Mandarin are often perceived  

through context-based inference . Indeed, of the four strategies discussed so far, all the markers, 

chunks, suffixes and words, can be omitted, and the sentence could still be a CF. If contextual 

information is salient, CF meaning can be expressed and comprehended by means of open 

conditionals.  But Mandarin CFs are solely context-reliant only when contextual information 

suffices to point to an unequivocal CF reading. If contextual information is felt to be 

insufficient in establishing the mutually manifest falsehood of the antecedent, the language 

user has other means to express CFs, in ways explicit or subtle.  

 For Chinese language users, context indeed most often suffices to help them determine 

if CF meaning is intended. This relates to one peculiar feature of Chinese CF conditionals. 

Bloom rightly observes that the Chinese usually make use of counterfactual speech and thought 

in concrete situations, “in which the negation facts are known or can be inferred” (Bloom 

1981:19ff.).  “Within a concrete situational context which negates its premise,” argues Bloom, 

“[a sentence] can be used to express a CF thought, even though there is no explicit linguistic 
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marking in the sentence to signal that it is to be understood in that way”.  This explains why 

many Chinese CF conditionals are not felt to carry CF features or markers. 
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